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1.1 Representative images of the work

Circle Piece
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Stick Piece
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Board Piece
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1.3 Key words
Flexible structures, weaving, material exploration, interactive objects, textiles,
scale, design.

1.2 Abstract
This work places itself in the field of textile design, weaving and interactive
objects. It explores how the combination of solid and soft materials in a woven
structure affect its flexibility and pliability. By integrating solid materials
as a weaving material the work aims to propose an alternative context for
woven structures, not necessarily becoming fabrics but rather objects that
can be interacted with. The design process consisted of series of workshops
where woven samples were made on a hand loom, weaving frame and by
hand. The result are three woven structures each of which show of different
flexibilities attained through the combination of solid and soft materials.
The pieces are meant to be interacted with and can be shaped in various
ways by folding, stacking or connecting parts of the structure. Combining
solid and soft materials with the weaving technique shows the potential of
interactive structures and objects which propose multiple functions, and can
be developed further into products for interior design or play.
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2.1 Introduction to the field
Challenging and stretching the field of textile design has been a hot topic for
some time (Gale & Kaur 2002). As the modern world changes, for example
because of climate change and consumer habits, design fields, including
textile design, have to adapt. Linde & Carlefalk for example, explore how
contrasting materials can be fused together in order to stretch the area of
textile design. In their project Textile (in)Fusion (2017) they combine non textile
materials with textiles, considering their different qualities. By working with
opposites such as hard and soft, or shiny and dull, they explore the relationship
between materials and their inherent properties resulting in intriguing objects
that challenge our senses (figure 1). Their work shows that materials with
different qualities can help enhancing each other’s strength and give versatile
properties to one object or structure.
Elisa Strozyk’s Wooden Textiles are examples in which the combination of
soft and solid material are explored in a textile context. She covers fabrics
with triangle shaped wooden plates. The interplay of the materials give
the structure both textile and non-textile like properties as seen in figure 2
(Strozyk n.d). The introduction of solid materials in textiles and the possibility

Figure 1: Textile (in)Fusion by Linde & Carlefalk 2017
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Figure 2: Wooden Textiles by Elisa Strozyk

of transforming the textiles shape brings a playful and curious aspect to the
design. Her work shows how solid materials can enhance the textile expression
and behaviour.
In order to create a communication and interaction between object and
user Juno Jeon Design Studio has made furniture which “comes alive” when
interacted with (Jeon 2014). The movement of pulling the drawer out makes
the wooden scales flip, creating movement and a change in colour (figure
3). As the interaction with the furniture results in a visually and auditory
stimulation it creates a conversation between object and user. The Pull me to
life/Drawer is a good example in which the design of an object gives it a more
active role as interacted with.

Figure 4: Wood Weavings by Simone Post 2015

Weaving as a textile technique is identified by its two thread systems, a
horizontal and a vertical (Albers 1974). By interlocking the vertical and
horizontal threads a fabric is made. The properties of a woven structure are
dependent on the binding, density of threads and material. Most commonly
woven fabrics or structures are made of soft and pliable materials such as
cotton threads, wool, polyester or silk. The technique of weaving may give
such materials stiffness or more stiff materials can attain flexibility due to
the weaving technique (ibid.). In basket weaving more rigid materials are
used such as paper yarns, straws and branches (Leitner 2005). With the
weaving technique many materials can be combined and their inherent
properties influence each other and the structure. This, not only gives soft
materials,WWww but also stiff structures and objects.

Figure 3: Pull me to life/Drawer by Juno Jeon Design studio

Simone Post (2015) has assembled wood and textiles in various ways, by
weaving the two materials together. The combination of the materials can
give fabric-like structures as well as objects depending on how, and in what
relation the materials are put together (figure 4). The objects show how many
different forms can be attained with the same material combination, and how
important the assembling technique is for the final form and behaviour.
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Figure 5: Palettes by Emma Wessel

2.2 Motive and idea discussion
This work will explore solid and soft materials and how they influence the
movement and flexibility of woven structures.
In Emma Wessel´s project Palettes (figure 5) material, pliability and the weaving
technique are key elements for the pieces function and visual expression.
She has placed wooden poles in one direction and pliable ropes in the other
resulting in a woven structure which is pliable in one way and rigid in the other.
Her work addresses multi-functionality as the pieces are functioning as sitting
objects, carpets, and room dividers (Wessel n.d). She presents woven structure
as a usable object but focuses mainly on colour and the visual expression.
Wessel’s pieces explore flexibility and pliability to some extent, but how could
flexibility be achieved in the direction of the solid material? What importance
dose the scale and shape of the materials and its placement in the weave
have? The wooden toy (figure 6), which in German is called Klapperschlange,
is assembled with the same principles as Palettes. The difference is the shape
of the solid material which in this case is square and flat. This is an example
of how the technique of solid and soft materials in weaving can be developed

Figure 6: Klapperschlange toy from Weber-Holzspielzeuge
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further and the potential it has to give various flexible and pliable structures.
The flexibility which is achieved by combining solid and soft materials also
propose interaction. Robin Pleun-Maas1 has explored wood and textiles with
the laser-cutting technique. By connecting these two very different materials,
structures are made which easily can be assembled and de-assembled (figure
7). This introduces interactive and transforming properties.
The works suggest that materials, assembling technique and flexibility are
closely linked. Furthermore does flexibility invite to interaction as well as
qualities of joining and interlacing. This work will therefore explore how the
combination of solid and soft materials can change the structure’s flexibility.
This work will similar to Wessel, explore solid materials as part of a woven
structure. However, it will focus on the flexibility and how, similar to Strozyk’s
work, the structure’s shape can be transformed through interaction.

Figure 7: Padded Wood by Robin Pleun-Maas

1

Robin Pleun-Maas. Interview at Textile Fashion Center in Borås 24th of April 2018.
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2.3 Aim
The aim of this project is to explore the design possibilities of combining solid
and soft materials in woven structures and how this changes their flexibility
and pliability.

2.4 Definitions
According to the Cambridge Dictionary, flexibility means: The quality of
being able to change or be changed easily according to the situation (2018a).
The word flexibility or flexible refers to the woven structures potential to change
shape and adapt to its surroundings. The flexibility of a woven structure is
dependent on the pliability of the materials and how they are assembled in
the weave. Pliability is defined by: A pliable substance bends easily without
breaking or cracking (Cambridge Dictionary 2018b). Pliability or pliable
therefore refers to the material or woven structures potential to bend in
different directions.
Solid materials refer to materials that are not flexible and can not be bent in any
direction, such as wood, metal etc. Soft materials refer to materials that have the
opposite quality, meaning, they are flexible and can be bent or shaped easily,
such as textile fibres and yarns, foam, cloth etc.
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Figure 8: Design method

Workshops: Woven samples exploring specific themes were developed in the
workshops. For example; one workshop explored the scale of materials whilst
another explored the shape of the solid material. The theme explored in each
workshop originated in a previous sample or idea which needed testing.

3.1 Design method
The design process follows a model based on separate workshops (figure 8)
which is similar to J. C. Jones’ Branching Strategy (1992). In the beginning, the
workshops were set up from the brief in order to serve as a sketching method.
Later in the process these workshops became more specific and explored
different aspects of a previous sample or idea. This set up made it possible to
have a broad approach on exploration whilst constantly evaluate and move
forward in the development.

Evaluation: Afterwards the result of the workshops was analysed and new
questions and ideas came up which were taken to the next round of workshops.
Limitation: Samples that had the most promising properties and followed the
aim got developed further whilst other samples got ruled out our put on hold.
Properties such as unexpected flexibility and interactive friendly were ruled as
promising properties. If samples where fragile, had less focus on the flexibility
or if materials did not work well together, the needed adjustments were made
or the samples where put on hold/ruled out.

Brief: The degree work started with a brief for the pre-study and aimed to
explore the transformable properties of woven structures through material,
scale and assembly. Here it was found that solid materials could give a textile
different flexible properties.

Polish techniques: Eventually samples were chosen for the final three pieces
and final design decisions were made such as size, colours and finish.

Research/Inspiration: Literature research about function and objects and
visual research was conducted. The research in relation to the brief and the
first samples from the sketching phase gave the first set of workshops.

Final work: The final pieces were produced.
12.

The second workshop explored how solid materials could be used as a weaving
material. The samples gave many different structures which were flexible in
different ways and had great tactile and interactive properties. Some of these
samples could be woven on a hand loom (figure 11-12) and others were made
on a weaving frame.
It was also found that flat boards could be integrated into the weave by partly
being threaded onto the warp and partly woven between it (figure 13-14).
This assembling technique made the solid material stick out more on one side
of the fabric than the other.
SCALE IN WEAVING

3.2 Pre-study
Many important sketches were produced during the pre-study in which the
aim was to explore the transformable properties of woven structures through
material, scale and assembly.

Figure 9: Sample 1

Two workshops were conducted exploring; scale in weaving and solid
materials in weaving.
The workshop exploring scale aimed to go up in scale as much as possible
with the weaving technique. Many of the materials, which were chosen due to
their size, were solid materials and these were the first samples which showed
the possibilities of solid and soft materials in woven structures.
Samples which were assembled with a solid material in one direction and a
soft in the other showed great potential of flexibility. The relationship in scale
between the two material made it possible to move the solid material like
modules in the woven structure. They can be stacked upon each other and
placed in various ways on the floor (figure 9-10). It was decided to explore
these samples further, looking at shape and materials.
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Figure 10: Sample 2

SOLID MATERIALS IN WOVEN STRUCTURES

Figure 11: Sample 3

Figure 13: Sample 5

Figure 12: Sample 4

Figure 14: Sample 6
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3.3 Colour
An analogue colour palette (the blue range) with neon yellow as a
complementary colour to catch attention (figure 15) was chosen for the final
pieces. The colours work well with the natural colour of the wood and their
bright hue gives the pieces a playful expression.
In this project colours where secondary to the material as the material has
greater importance for the structures flexibility. Some yarns, like wool and
cotton were dyed, the solid material was coloured with spray-paint for a even
and smooth finish. Some materials could not be dyed, such as the light blue
foam material (figure 16), and colours were limited to what was available.
Figure 16: Materials and colours for the final pieces.

3.5 Binding
In the beginning, some bindings like satin and twill where explored additional
to the plain weave. However, it was decided to only work with plain weave
as the solid material made it difficult to weave on a loom which is needed for
more sophisticated bindings. Plain weave gives a tight and close weave which
still can give a great variety of structures.

Figure 15: Colour palette

3.4 Material
Materials were chosen according to their pliability, durability and many times
what was at hand.
Wood is a durable but still easily processed material. Almost anyone can in
some way relate to this materials as it is present all around us in our everyday
lives. This makes it reliable and easy to interact with. Also cardboard tubes
were chosen as solid materials. Cardboard is a low profile material which most
commonly is used in construction work, however it is durable and smooth to
the touch and its firmness makes it easy to interact with it.
During the pre-study, all sorts of pliable materials in the form of yarn were
used as the soft material in the weave. For the individual pieces, the material
was chosen in regard to the assembling structure and the solid material it
interacts with.
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This structure works well in a larger scale as the solid modules in the weave
could function similar to furniture. In a small scale the movement of the
individual modules is not as visible and the interaction is limited to the hands.
The exploration of this assembling method gave a lot of different samples
and findings. However, in order to have a bigger variation for the final tree
pieces it was decided to explore other samples from the pre-study further for
piece no. 2 and 3.

3.6 Development of Circle Piece
One sample which was chosen from the pre-study operates on the principle
of solid weft and soft warp and how this arrangement affords flexibility of
individual parts/modules in the weave (figure 17). This piece functions with
a similar principle as the wooden toy Klapperschlange and Wessel’s Palettes.
However experimentations were made regarding scale, materials, intersection
of materials and technique of assembly.
The intersection of the solid material determines how the modules can
be stacked upon each other and how they can move within the structure.
Samples where made with geometrical intersection such as round, triangular
and square. Square and round intersections worked well for stacking as seen
in figure 19. Irregular intersections such as half circle and triangular with a
open side gave more versatile shapes and surfaces when moved in the weave
(figure 18, 20).
Some exploration regarding the intersection was done for the soft material as
well. Samples were made with materials with round intersection such as rope
and materials with a flat intersection such as woven ribbons.

Figure 17: Technical illustration of piece No. 1
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INTERSECTION WORKSHOP

Figure 18: Sample 7

Figure 19: Sample 8

Figure 20: Sample 9
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Figure 21: Technical illustration of Stick Piece

3.7 Development of Stick Piece
In this category, round poles in the weave were explored further and how
flexibility could be achieved in the direction of the solid material. Experiments
were made with sticks of different length and width, and their placement
towards each-other (figure 23).
As the sticks were cut in certain places, flexibility was made possible in the
direction of the solid material (figure 24). Where the sticks were cut the warp
threads fell between the sticks and did not have the same tension as the rest of
the warp (figure 22). In order to prevent this the warp was placed in sections
(figure 21).
A soft material was inserted between every stick in order to hold the whole
structure together. This also made it easier to weave the sticks tight together.
When the soft and solid warp materials had about the same size, the ends
could be connected into each-other, proposing a way of interacting with the
structure and changing its shape (figure 25). However, the thinner sticks where
more fragile and a similar function could be attained with loops of the rope
(figure 26). Therefore thicker sticks were chosen for the final piece.

Figure 22: Close up of warp threads
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DEVELOPMEN OF STICK PIECE

Figure 23: Sample 10

Figure 25: Sample 12

Figure 24: Sample 11

Figure 26: Sample 13
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Figure 27: Front and backside of sample 5

3.8 Development of Board Piece
This series of samples explore differences in flexibility of the two sides of
a woven structure. Similar to Stick Piece these samples have a solid and soft
material in the weft. In this case however, the solid material is in the shape
of a flat wooden board, sticking up from the woven surface which gives three
dimensionality (figure 27-28).
The solid boards restricts the pliability of the structure and the larger they are
the more they restrict the movement (figure 29). When bend to the side where
the soft material is dominant the structure is very pliable (figure 30).
The thickness of the soft material determines how close the solid boards are
placed towards each-other which also influences the pliability.
Figure 28: Technical illustration of piece No. 2
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DEVELOPMENT OF NO. 3

Figure 29: Sample 14-16 bent towards solid material

Figure 30: Sample 14-16 bent towards soft material
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Figure 31: Sample 17

Some experimentation was done regarding colour and pattern placement in
the development of Circle Piece (figure 32). Especially the cubic shape showed
great potential for patterns and interaction. The different sides of the cube
and which way they are facing, made it possible to change the pattern by
interacting with the structure and changing its shape. This finding opened up
many new possibilities, but in order to stick to the aim it was chosen to not
explore this aspect further in this particular work.

3.9 Findings which were not pursued
During the process, many promising findings were made. However, findings
which in some way conflicted with the aim were not pursued further. In this
section a selection of findings are presented which were ruled out but show
potential for further development.
3.9.1 From the development of Circle Piece
The large difference between the size of the warp and the weft material made
it possible to weave a second weft into parts of the warp (figure 31). The
woven parts stop the flexibility of the solid modules. This was not used in
the final design as it was decided to have the structure as flexible as possible.
However, this is something which could be explored further.

Figure 32: Sample 18
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In one of the samples, the solid material was cut in some places length-wise as
well which made it possible to move certain parts of one weft row. As shown
in figure 33 only the parts marked with x are moved and thereby change
the shape in a two-dimensional way. This feature shows the next step of
these kind of flexible structures and rather explores how such a structure can
change its shape. It was decided to not continue with this sample because the
cut sections made the structure more fragile which made it more difficult to
stack the individual modules and build in height.

Figure 33: Sample 19

Figure 34: Sample 20

3.9.2 From the development of Board Piece
During the development of Board Piece, a sample was made exploring how
flexibility could be achieved in the direction of the weft (figure 34). The
wooden boards were cut in smaller pieces which were connected by the warp
threads. This gave a structure which could be bend and shaped in the direction
of the wooden boards. However, this construction limited the movement in
the warp direction as occasionally warp threads had to run across the wooden
boards. Because Stick Piece already explores the flexibility in weft direction it
was decided to not continue with this piece.
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Figure 35: Flexibility of Circle Piece

4.1 Result
The result of this degree work are three woven pieces each of which have
different flexible properties. The pieces are meant to be interacted with and
their flexibility and construction proposes ways of re-shaping the pieces. The
colours are playful and bold to attract the attention and are placed in order
two highlight the structure and how it operates.
No. 1: Circle Piece
This example is based on the idea of a solid weft and a soft warp. This
construction makes it possible to move the individual solid pieces to change
the structures shape. The shape of the cardboard tubes and the shapes which
can be attained with this structure proposes a context where the whole body
engages, laying or sitting on the structure. Therefore a large scale was chosen
for this piece.
As the solid material, cardboard tubes cut in half are used in order to give
more versatile movement and stacking possibilities. For the soft material, a
thick rope in 100% wool is used. The fussiness of the wool gives a contrast in
tactility and appearance in relation to the smooth, solid cardboard.
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Figure 36: Close-up of Circle Piece

No. 2: Stick Piece
This piece is a development of round poles in a weave and explores the
flexibility in both warp and weft direction.
A cotton warp with a flat intersection is used in order to keep the sticks in
place. The warp allows flexibility in this direction. The sticks are cut in some
places which gives some flexibility in the weft direction. Where the poles are
cut no warp is present and the edges are sticking out when the structure is
bent in theses places. In between every stick an elastic rope is woven which,
not only holds the rows of sticks together but also allows the sticks to be pulled
towards each other and interlock in different ways.

Figure 38: Stick Piece

Figure 37: Flexibility of Stick Piece

Figure 39: Close-up of Stick Piece
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No. 3: Board Piece
This piece explores the front and backside of a fabric and how the flexibility
on each side can be altered with a solid material.
On the places where the solid wooden boards are sticking out the flexibility is
restricted. The thicker or longer the board is, the more limited the flexibility
becomes. On the side were the soft material is dominant the structure is very
flexible. This makes it possible to have different grades of flexibility within
one sample. Furthermore the structure can be stacked by interlocking the
wooden boards.

Figure 41: Stacking and interlocking of Board Piece

Figure 40: Flexibility of Board Piece

Figure 42: Close-Up of Board Piece
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4.2 Presentation
The pieces where presented laying down, each on a separate podium which
had a good height for interacting with the piece. For example, Circle Piece was
placed on a low podium due to its scale, whereas Stick Piece was placed in waist
height allowing people to easily shape the textile. As the pieces are meant to
be interacted with, signs were put up, allowing people to touch the pieces. In
order to let people be less intimated to touch and interact with them, they
were not shaped into a complex shape in advance. In addition to the pieces a
video showed how one can interact with the pieces and the many shapes the
structure can be turned into.

Figure 43: Presentation in Borås at The Swedish School of Textiles 2018
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The solid material provides the weave with the possibility to interlock parts
with each other (see figure 41 on page 26). This adds additional interaction
to the piece, similar to Robin Pleun-Maas work (see figure 7 on page 10), as
well as stability. This feature gives potential for the structures to be taken into
a furniture context or playful objects which can be shaped and put together
in different ways.
All three pieces show potential to work in a smaller as well as larger scale. The
scale will very much influence how these structures can function. In a smaller
scale they could be applied in the fashion design field or as industrial textiles
as well as in product design. In a even larger scale the structures could serve in
an architectural context, as walls, room dividers or similar. In the scale of the
final pieces they have the potential to be developed further towards furniture
or playful structures for children.
This work did not explore how pattern and colour can be incorporated. A
few samples however show that patterns and colour have the potential to give
the structures sophisticated visual expressions. Especially the development of
No. 1 shows how colour and pattern can be developed further in relation to
interaction.

4.3 Conclusion
This work has explored the shape and size of solid materials in woven structures
and how the material restricts and affords movement and flexibility. The
solid material was initially approached as a material which restricts flexibility
and movement. However, the solid material becomes flexible and also gives
flexibility to the woven structure due to its weight, shape and placement.

From the exploration it is found that solid materials not only can alter the
flexibility in the direction of warp or weft, as Wessel’s pieces do (see figure 3
on page 9), but also tree dimensionally. Meaning, that the flexibility of the
two sides of the structure can be altered with a solid material (see figure 2931 on page 21). This has potential to be further developed, for example by
combining the flexible possibilities of the warp and weft direction with the
two-sided flexibility (figure 34 on page 23).

The three finale pieces aim to be interacted with, though further documentation
and observation has to be done as only a limited amount of people have
interacted with the pieces. From the people who have been interacting with
the pieces, a positive reaction is observed regarding the shape-ability of the
pieces and the sound they make when handled. Relating back to Jeon’s drawer
(see figure 6 on page 8), the auditory stimuli appears to increase the level of
interaction. This aspect was not considered during the exploration but is a
positive feature of the pieces.
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however, a synthetic material such as polyester might be more suitable as
it is stronger and has better abrasion. Furthermore, the assembling of the
structures can only be done by hand, but due to the large scale this process
is relatively quick. This makes it possible to take apart the structure and reassemble it any time, a feature which makes the piece easy to package and
move.
This work shows an alternative approach to materials in weaving and that,
exploring opposites can give unexpected results. In this work, the opposites of
solid and soft have been explored, and the weaving technique has served as a
framework in which these properties had to cooperate. They needed to adjust
and work together in order to make an entity, the woven structure.
With this approach other properties could be explored in a similar manner.
For example, from the pieces developed in this work one can find that not
only the solid and soft materials give the structures their flexibility, but also
their weight. If, the knowledge from this work was to be taken back to the
loom, it would be interesting to explore the weight of materials in relation to
flexibility further. How would a structure behave which has section with light
and heavy materials?

4.4 Discussion
The flexibility that can be attained in a woven structure when combining
solid and soft materials has great potential for multi-functional objects. The
different properties of such materials and how they are assembled in the
weave can give a great variety of flexible structures. These structures can
easily adapt, change form and be flexible whilst simultaneously be rigid and
give support.

The method developed and used in this work for experimental weaving can
be applied in other parts of the textile design field and help the designer to
think outside the framework given by the tools (such as the weaving frame
and loom in weaving). By approaching a textile technique through materials
and their opposite qualities, the work might be forced to move away from
the traditional tools which opens up for different scales and functions and
contribute to the development of the field.

If Circle Piece for example, would be developed into a product, the additional
woven sections as in sample 17 (figure 31 on page 22), could help the design
to have a clear function. The placement of these sections would limit the
movement of the solid modules and a more controlled structure could be
designed. However, alterations would need to be done regarding materials.
The cardboard tubes are relatively strong but the larger in size they are the
weaker they get. A hard plastic material or metal tube could be an alternative.
Woollen rope is not the most durable material for this structure. They will
probably stretch and get loose over time and the abrasion of the threads
will wear out the material. Wool was chosen due to its tactile properties,
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